
 

Introducing the New FLAVIA® CREATION 600
The one brewer that powers workplace happiness. Breaks 
are a treasured part of employees’ days.1 The FLAVIA C600 
offers the flavor and variety that packs more enjoyment 
into every break—and more happiness into every workday. 
And with a host of features that take work off your plate, 
you can get a little more “ahhhh” in your day, too.  

•  Unmatched selection of hot/cold and dairy/non-dairy 
drinks in one system

•  Smart brewer technology that makes managing office 
beverages a breeze

•  Touch less with the free FLAVIA® Tap N’ Brew app

•  Optional Kastus antimicrobial surface protection* for  
the brewer screen and door that prioritizes hygiene  
at every step
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MOMENT

THIS IS A

1 “Usage and attitudes” Third Party Study with 243 office managers and consumers, May-June 2020.

*  Kastus’ 24/7 antimicrobial efficacy has been proven by independent labs using ISO global standards. 
Kastus registration with the U.S. EPA is currently pending. Kastus® is a registered trademark of 
Kastus Technologies DAC, registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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•  14 types of hot and cold beverages, including coffees, teas, lattes, 
infused waters, and more.1

•  7" high-resolution touchscreen with interactive content
•  Patented in-cup frothing with milk and non-dairy alternatives 
•  Pure taste guarantee—designed for no taste, allergen, or 

contaminant transfer between drinks

Ahhhh FINALLY, ONE BREWER FOR EVERYONE

85% of employees want 
FLAVIA cold drinks in 
their workplace. And 
79% would give up other 
office perks to help pay 
for them.2

Relax
Ideal office size per brewer: 35+

Net weight: 29.7 lbs. 

Dimensions: H 17.1" x W 12.1" x D 20.1"   

Water supply: Plumbed-in or pour-over 
with FLAVIA REFILL module

We put the C600 to test in the break rooms.  
Here’s what people said:

My break experience is elevated.3

I feel like my company cares about me.3

It makes my office a more enjoyable place to work.3

Big difference for them—less hassle for you.

Make the switch to the machine that powers workplace 
happiness. Contact your beverage distributor today and 
ask for the new FLAVIA C600.

THE CREATION 600 WORKS FOR YOU™

1 “Usage and attitudes” Third Party Study with 849 Employees, March 2019.
2 “Usage and attitudes” Third Party Study with 134 Employees, October 2017.
3 Lavazza Professional Consumer Trial Survey, January–February 2020

BETTER BREAKS AND HAPPIER  
CO-WORKERS, ALL THANKS TO YOU

•  Monitor consumption trends online to know what’s hot, 
what’s not, and what to order more of next time

•  Receive alerts for brewer issues, stocking,  
and cleaning needs

•  Avoid service calls, as the C600 automatically requests 
service from your distributor, when needed

• Create and upload content

Enjoy


